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All our outfits are fashion designed by our team of experts, each 
drawn & hand made carefully to create our distinguished image of 

elegance.
Each outfit has its own accessories, hair style & shoes. 

Attention to details is our signature, we aim to follow that 
norm from the smallest to the biggest.

P.S. We can create a tailor made outfit depending on your event theme.



bodywear



perles d’aphrodite
is one of our most luxurious 
outfits. Shows the elegant side of 
the lady wearing it, since it's 
enriched with pearls and satin 
fabric guided by a spheroid black 
skirt! 





is our classical outfit inspired by 
the french impressions from the 
20s.This vintage look takes us to 
an old journey where women didn't 
wear pants, the "Jupe-Culottes" 
were created in Paris to allow 
women to ride bicycles. This 
elegant camouflage creates a certain 
confidence & poise.

la parisienne





mix & match
why not combine the black & white 
classics together? 
You can always play with fashion 
for your own benefit.



Cendrillon
This haute couture creation is 
inspired by the beauty & the 
elegance of the romantic fantasy 
tale “Cendrillon”. 

This feminine outfit reminds us of 
the magical fairy tale we’ve all 
dreamt of living; “Cendrillon. 

Every lady dreamt of living in that 
Era, where everything was noble & 
majestic; so we created a reminder 
of this joyful spirit through this 
magnificent outfit & a chance to add 
a royal touch to your events 
through this gown.
 
This outfit can be worn in several 
ways, check the pictures below.









is our formal outfit inspired by the 
flight attendants uniform during the 
60s.

Composed of 3 pieces that can be 
worn in different ways (check the 
pictures below)
- Knee-length black dress with cap 
sleeves. Round neckline
- Formal office grey blazer
- Square silk neck scarf

Vintage modern attire.

l’hôtesse classique



This outfit can be worn in different 
ways:
- Jacket and dress without scarf
- Dress and scarf without jacket
- Dress without scarf nor jacket
- Scarves can be tied in different 
ways
- Scarves colors can be chosen 
depending on your event color 
palette or even a customized 
pattern. 
- accessories can be added like 
gloves and head pieces.



footwear



les talons
noir



Le nœud gris
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avē agency’s team
is looking forward   to collaborate with you on your next project!


